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About This Game

A place where pirates roamed the seas looking for treasure, and where one innocent 8 year old girl grew up to become the most
famous Pirate of the Caribbean! From an early age, Morgane Castillo was a confident and feisty girl, playing with her friends

and getting into scraps on Bounty Island. Living with her mother and bored of her chores and island life, she longed to go to sea,
just like her pirate father Alessandro! But she was too young and young girls weren't meant to become pirates. But Morgane’s

early life was beset by tragedy.

Uncle Eduardo, her dearest friend, was lost at sea and her mother, Bonita Castillo, died suddenly when Morgane was only 8
years old. Accompany Morgane in her quest to find the legendary “Golden Turtle” and experience the story of a young girl who

grows into a pirate captain!

Make decisions, but remember – your actions have direct consequences for those depending on you.
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Title: Captain Morgane and the Golden Turtle
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
WizarBox
Publisher:
Reef Entertainment
Release Date: 3 Jan, 2014

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/Seven

Processor: Pentium 1.6 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB Graphic Card DirectX 9-compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: sound card DirectX 9-compatible

Additional Notes: A mouse and a keyboard are required

English,French,Italian,German
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Captain Morgane and the Golden Turtle is a low budget title that is a little rough around the edges but overall is an enjoyable
game. It took around 14 hours to beat (perhaps less, some people say 8). The game isn't really too hard and there is no way to
lose really. It's got some charming characters. The writing isn't always funny but at least it tries to be. The story isn't too bad, in
fact it was somewhat refreshing. I guess this game has ties to another game from the same writer/developer called "So Blonde"
but it's not on steam. Someone greenlight it! The game even has voice acting and for the most part they do a solid job.

I liked the 2D artwork, the 3D however leaves something to be desired. Also, not too fond of how the same character will look
off model in a different piece of artwork, like in the cut scenes Morgane will look off. Sometimes they look odd even in the
character portraits in the dialogue. Another thing that would be desirable would be steam achievements. It appears the
Playstation version has trophies so it is odd the steam version doesn't have something similar. It does have cards though!

Overall if you're into point and click games, female protagonists and lighthearted stories you should probably check this out.. It
was nice. I love this game glad i bought it. Its an extremely enjoyable point and click adventure despite having some annoying
issues like you have to check every sentence to unlock the next part but the characters are great also the voice acting and the
artwork are nice. All said and done buy it when it goes on sale. Also love that morgane's accent.. No way, even if this was free I
would return it. Dull characters, increasingly annoying voice actors (when you think you heard the worst they introduce you to
someone that kills your ears even more) mostly illogical puzzles, the writing was awful and I could not tell if there was
translation issues or if they were just trying to be funny. One of the biggest mysteries in the game turns out to be just a long
drawn-out and crap pun that you hear near the end of the game. This kind of adventure might appeal for "baby's first point &
click" but if you are over the age of 5 then this will just drain your intelligence. Avoid.. I love point & click adventure games!
(broken sword, gabriel knight, torens passage, monkey island, ect) So seeing this game I thought 'oh! it'll be like Monkey I'm
sure!'... yea, Sure wrong,.... The voice acting is awful, and the script seems like theyre talkng down to the player. I keep saying
I'll try and play it again, but oh god the noise,.... Buy on sell, keep sound off.. Captain Morgane and the Golden Turtle is a
point & click adventure game. As her father gives her command of the ship for her birthday, Morgane accepts a charter to seek
out the legendary Golden Turtle by following a trail of clues the famous explorer Buckleberry Tanner left behind him.

Pros: The point & click genre is well represented as you pick up a whole assortment of objects and trinkets on your adventure,
using them and combining them in creative and often funny ways to progress in the story. You come across a couple of strange
or wacky characters on your adventure, and there's a few out-of-place reference to other games and movies in a hit-and-miss
attempt to mimic the humor found in golden age Sierra and LucasArts games. The voice acting is ok, at least for the most part,
and backgrounds look like the caricatural hand drawn style you'd expect. The story is child-friendly, and you must keep in mind
that it's likely the target audience of the game as there is little to no jokes, not even subtle ones, targeted at a more mature
audience.
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Cons: The characters' 3D sprites clash strongly with the 2D cartoony background, and I'm not convinced it was the best choice.
The story is short, and the puzzles aren't enough to make it the lengthy experience a Monkey Island or Space Quest game would
be. Some jokes are corny even for children, I wouldn't even expect any giggle from a younger player.

Verdict: ★★★☆☆ - It's up to you

I'll recommend this for younger players looking for slightly challenging puzzles, but adults will find it easy and perhaps even a
bit of a boring tale. It doesn't quite reach the levels of other point & click, but although I'm not the player this game is for, it still
gets an "ok" from me.

—————————————————————————
This was just my opinion.

If you found this review helpful, please consider giving it a thumbs up, and feel free to check out more of my (purely opinionated) 
reviews.
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I finished the game in 8 hours. The game lacks complexity, and other than a few points where the object interactions were
rather poorly implemented the game did not provide much in the way of a challenge. While this game might not be a good pick
for the experienced adventure game player it is probably a good place to start for someone new to the genre.
I was mostly unimpressed with the design of the puzzles, and to me the game barely scratches by a recommended mostly thanks
to some funny dialogue, beautifully drawn graphics, and a mildly entertaining story.

TL;DR - Ok game, worth picking up on a sale, or if you are someone who is new to the genre.. It's your average... possibly a
little above average point and click. Most of the puzzles makes sense, I feel like most of the complaining is coming from people
who aren't really familiar with point and clicks as the "cons" are gameplay elements in most classics.

It's definitely one of the better pirate games on steam. The artwork is good and the voice acting decent enough.. When it
launched in 1024x768 I was surprised. When the game language defaulted to Italian (when my PC and steam account are
English) I was confused. When I realised I had to click to continue every page of *spoken* dialogue I was irritated. When the
first mini-game used the same keys that rotate your screen I was downright annoyed. When I alt+tabed out to fix the problem,
then couldn't alt+tab back into the game because it had crashed, I quit.. I don't often play point and click games. But when I do, I
prefer pretty girls.

Recommended my friends.. This is an point&click adventure.
What else? *scratch*
Well, it tells the story of an young girl who grows up to become an pirate just like her father was and is trying to get clues about
the riddle of disappearance in her family... what ever... she is not even an pirate for crying out loud.
The biggest flaw in this game is that the story goes an very long way for an bad excuse to make an point and click adventure.
The whole story is as catchy as the name of the game itself, which is bad, because it is an enjoyable game. It should have had an
better story, name and some more well placed jokes.

8/10 Captain Morgane Castillo and the golden reptile formally known as Turtle. This is not really that good. Seriously i thought
the opening was like a dirty scene where the blonde guy rams the captain and he starts crying. I still don't remember anyone
falling overboard. They really needed voices on the cutscenes or a decent narration. The rest of the game is ok but I feel the
story is weak. For example when a fire started on a rug nobody tries to put it out but escape instead via a locked door when there
were windows and possibly backdoors. Besides the story I also dislike the inventory screen. I hate it when i have to connect two
items on different pages. I wished they would've made more inventory spaces per page and pull everything down as I used it.
The worst part is that I didn't see the save function, which is a door on the inventory/options, so I left thinking it autosaves when
you see the scroll icon after a quest finishes or begins. Still the game is decent for five dollars. I also notice many tie-ins to
popular shows like Spongebob Squarepants and My Neighbor Totoro.. I prefer 1-10 rating system, or at last on steam should be
option of "neutral". Captain Morgane and the Golden Turtle is not bad game, but it's for me 6/10.

I like point and click games and I like pirates games so it was celar to me that i should play Captain Morgane. There's few funny
moments, and the story in game is not bad.
But...
Captain Morgane and the Golden Turtle is sometimes to childish and simple and stupid (how pickaxe can be shoot from
crossbow?).
I like in this game locations and backgrounds graphic, but i don't like this 3D characters, this game should be more 2D.
. This game is boring. Boring. BORING. Who would have thought that a classic-style adventure game set in the Caribbean, a
game in which you play as a strong-willed girl who wants to live up to the legacy of her long-lost pirate father, a game in which
you hunt for treasure and captain a crew of ragged misfits, could turn out to be so profoundly, mind-bendingly DULL? The
characters wind up being unengaging, the narrative drags and drags and drags, and the mechanics are awkward at best. I only
spent $6 on this and if I could I'd demand my money back.
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